


WHY CHOOSE WILSONART® QUARTZ?

Wilsonart® Q uartz  designs of fer  a  canvas within  spaces to  expand on your  own indiv idual  stor y. 
The beaut i fu l  neutrals that range from light to dark give you the abil ity to create a unique space of 
either calming serenity or bold drama.

Wilsonart’s nationwide distribution and stocking hubs along with dedicated sales and specification 
teams provides a reliable combination of local accessibil ity backed by world-class service.

SIMPLE CLEANUP

Simple cleanup with soap and water 
provides easy, care-free maintenance.

NO SEALING REQUIRED

Non-porous and non-absorbent. 
Inhibits the growth of mold and bacteria.

 A 10-year limited warranty 
protects your purchase.

10-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTYDURABLE

Highly resistant to abrasions and 
scratches for long-lasting beauty.

-



Certified to NSF/ANSI 51 

means material is suitable 

for food contact.

Kosher certified for US in all 

applications where Kashrut 

guidelines need to be observed.

 CERTIFICATIONSVISUALIZE YOUR SPACE

Create to  your  heart ’s  content  with  the 
Wi lsonart® Visual izer. This  interact ive 
design tool  lets  you see the possibi l i t ies 
and design with conf idence.

www.wilsonart.com/visual izer



BADALING
Q4001

Built in 1505, Badaling is the most visited site of the Great Wall of China, 
hosting millions annually. The warmth that can be appreciated in this area 
is captured by this design, which contains two neutral tones of beige that 
are offset by contrasting charcoal veins.



BADALING Q4001

Full Slab View



MEHNDI
Q4004

Mehndi or Henna is a paste historically used to decorate the palms of 
women. In the Hindu Vedic tradition it’s a ritual used to symbolize the 
outer and inner sun and meant to awaken the inner light. Inspired by this 
tradition, Mehndi is a semi-translucent quartz design of taupe and milky 
cream with exquisite gold veining throughout the subtle movement. This 
design can be backlit.



MEHNDI Q4004

Full Slab View



XCARET
Q4006

Xcaret Park in Mexico has a network of underground fresh water rivers. 
The unique experience of floating the river in a rainforest is punctuated by 
moments of darkness and then natural light. The black backdrop of this 
design, with its earthy gold veining, is inspired by this appearance.



XCARET Q4006

Full Slab View



HAIDA
Q4008

The Haida people are a culture in areas of British Columbia and Alaska 
known for totem carvings which represent their family histories. Wilsonart’s 
Haida quartz is inspired by this tradition and contains a bright white 
background with fine short black veining resembling a classic Carrara 
marble look.



HAIDA Q4008

Full Slab View



KOLAMS
Q4009

In some areas of India one can find Kolams – intricate designs drawn 
with rice or stone powder onto damp pavement. These designs are a way 
of welcoming prosperity to the home. Our quartz is composed of a white 
and off white design that suggests movement and is emphasized by black 
veining. This design will infuse your environment with composed character.



KOLAMS Q4009

Full Slab View



ARASHI
Q4011

In the Caribbean Sea lies the island of Aruba. On its northwestern costs 
is found the beach of Arashi, where gentle waves and abundant wildlife 
create a favorite spot for snorkeling. With its white and tan design that 
is complimented by subtle movement, this quartz reminisces of this 
spectacular attraction.



ARASHI Q4011

Full Slab View



SANGDA FALLS
Q4012

As you drive through the Araku Valley in India, one can hear the cascading 
waters of Sangda Falls before they can be seen. With its distinctive pattern 
in white and grey, and its dramatic flowing movement, this quartz design 
captures the essence of this idyllic setting.



SANGDA FALLS Q4012

Full Slab View



ISSELBURG
Q4013

Isselburg is a quartz countertop design with flowing pools of light taupe and 
warm white.



ISSELBURG Q4013

Full Slab View



SANTIAGO
Q4023

Santiago is a quartz countertop design with a warm white background 
flowing with wispy taupe, white and dark veining and pools of taupe.



SANTIAGO Q4023

Full Slab View



VIA AUGUSTA
Q4024

Inspired by the ancient Roman road that can still be traveled in Spain 
today, Via Augusta adds depth and drama to your interior with its warm 
grey background laced with dramatic charcoal veining, understated white 
highlights and subtle movement. 



VIA AUGUSTA Q4024

Full Slab View



TELLARO
Q4025

Part of the Italian Riviera, Tellaro is a quiet village offering abundant 
inspiration. Consider the crashing waves on the rocky coast when viewing 
this semi-translucent quartz countertop design. The white and grey 
effortlessly flow together creating a beautiful design punctuated by taupe 
veining and will easily complement your interior. 



TELLARO Q4025

Full Slab View



DESERT WIND
Q4031

This quartz design reminisces of warm winds moving across desert sands 
and rock. The neutral and warm colors of this design draw from this 
inspiration, with its deep veins and pale taupe resin pools that will add 
warmth and glowing character to your interior.



DESERT WIND Q4031

Full Slab View



HALDI
Q4032

The Haldi River of West Bengal flows slowly and peacefully under the Indian 
sun. This quartz design calls to mind this peaceful scene with its subtle 
movement in a semi translucent deep grey background and warm gold 
veining throughout, lending a rich luxe feel to your interior design.



HALDI Q4032

Full Slab View



MARBLE FALLS
Q4033

Located in the heart of Texas hill country, Lake Marble Falls’ waterfalls 
are only revealed when the water level is lowered, serving as a celebratory 
area for visitors to swim and play. This locale’s character is captured in this 
quartz countertop design, with a warm white and grey mottled background 
and soft, linear veining down the length of the slab.



MARBLE FALLS Q4033

Full Slab View



NORTH CASCADES
Q4035

Characterized by its rugged beauty, North Cascades National Park has 
amazing scenic vistas with cascading waterfalls. North Cascades as a 
quartz countertop design captures this character in a crisp grey and white 
background, with warm grey natural vein structures that run like narrow 
rivers.



NORTH CASCADES Q4035

Full Slab View



COASTAL
Q4036

Coastal draws inspiration from seaside sands that have been caressed 
and shaped by ocean tides. With its warm and cool grey background and 
dark grey branching veins, this design will bring serene warmth and gentle 
character to your interior.



COASTAL Q4036

Full Slab View



ARKTOS
Q4037

Arktos recalls the beauty of the depth and dimensionality found in the 
remote areas of the Arctic. From the intrigue found in idyllic icebergs to 
the vastness of far off constellations, Arktos delivers a quartz countertop 
design that will make your space shine. This warm white design mixes 
warm and cool grey soft veining with a brighter white vein in the foreground. 



ARKTOS Q4037

Full Slab View



GRAYTON BEACH
Q4039

As the setting sun skims across the ripples on sand, it reveals the beauty of 
neutrals and the dimensionality of the sandy expanse.



GRAYTON BEACH Q4039

Full Slab View



ENCHANTED ROCK
Q4041

Climbing the dome of Enchanted Rock in Fredericksburg, Texas, one can 
observe nature at its best with the magnificent variety of colors andinterest 
created through the layers of rock, cracks, and fissures. This quartz 
countertop design takes this inspiration and translates it into a warm 
charcoal base with white veining in a fractured pattern.



ENCHANTED ROCK Q4041

Full Slab View



TRAIL RIDGE
Q4042

Found in the Rocky Mountain National Park in Colorado, the Trail Ridge 
Road climbs up to a 12,000 ft. elevation. Along the way, awe-inspiring color 
and texture found in the terrain takes one to new heights. Trail Ridge, with 
its two-toned grey background and light short veins throughout is a quartz 
design that is the perfect starting point on your interior journey.



TRAIL RIDGE Q4042

Full Slab View



DESERT VIEW
Q4043

Similar to the vastness of the Grand Canyon, the Desert View provides a 
wondrous view. Starting with a neutral quartz countertop design like Desert 
View, with its two-toned warm grey background and subtle white veins 
throughout can be the ideal backdrop and personality to infuse into any space.



DESERT VIEW Q4043

Full Slab View



HANOLA GREY
Q4044

The island of Oahu, Hawaii has some spectacular rocky formations that 
meet the ocean’s surface. Hanola Grey is a quartz countertop design that 
calls to mind those rocks, glistening from the waves, in a two-toned dark 
grey with undertones of brown. Scattered throughout the design are wispy 
white veins.



HANOLA GREY Q4044

Full Slab View



HAMOA
Q4045

Nature’s neutrals can be found in so many amazing places. A trip to Hamoa 
Beach in Maui can inform your interior choices and offer a playful platform 
for personalization. Hamoa is a quartz countertop design with a warm grey 
background and swirling white veins throughout, calling to mind a sunny 
day on the island beach.



HAMOA Q4045

Full Slab View



SVALBARD
Q4047

As the world’s northernmost inhabited area, Svalbard features the magic 
of the Northern Lights. Inspired by the winter months covered in snow and 
rugged terrain, Svalbard is a bright white quartz countertop design with 
cool charcoal grey veins.



SVALBARD Q4047

Full Slab View



CLOUDS REST
Q4049

Clouds Rest is inspired by low-altitude nimbus clouds that caress the 
landscape and delicately move through the environment, assuming 
ambiguous and nebulous shapes. This design employs a white and grey 
background that is accentuated by darker grey veining. It will add softness 
and discrete elegance to your interior.



CLOUDS REST Q4049

Full Slab View



CAPOGROSSI
Q4052

With its bold, intersecting veins in both charcoals and browns, this 
quartz design creates a sophisticated fractured look that is immediately 
appealing. Set on a warm white backdrop with captivating veining, this 
design adds an unexpected warmth.



CAPOGROSSI Q4052

Full Slab View



RIVER GLEN
Q4053

With its cool white background and thin, long, grey-blue veining, River 
Glen recalls imagery of a narrow valley that is traversed by delicate, natural 
water features. This quartz design will add a crisp, dramatic sense of 
movement to your interior.



RIVER GLEN Q4053

Full Slab View



MADEIRA BEACH
Q4054

Madeira Beach, located along Florida’s Gulf Coast, is known for its soft 
sands. With its warm white background and contrasting yet subtle grey 
veins, this design is inspired both by the beach sands and celebratory 
character of this paradisiacal beach town. This quartz design will lend 
composed and distinguished character to your interior.



MADEIRA BEACH Q4054

Full Slab View



LOGAN PASS
Q4055

Logan Pass, located in Glacier National Park, is a popular point for hiking 
and backpacking. Inspired by the natural surroundings found there, this 
two-tone grey quartz design is slightly translucent; with long, wispy and 
cool-white veins. This design brings an energetic, controlled dignity to your 
interior.



LOGAN PASS Q4055

Full Slab View



CALACATTA AQUILEA
Q4056

The rural hillside village of Aquilea resides in the Tuscany region of Italy and is 
surrounded by spectacular countryside views of the Valdottavo valley and Apennine 
peaks. This idyllic locale is a peaceful retreat that has been beautifully preserved. This 
quartz design captures this setting’s serene character, with a foggy white background 
complemented by wide veins of cool grey that gently traverse the slab in a diagonal 
movement. These veins vary from wide to thin, and occasionally, fractured. Calacatta 
Aquilea will surely deliver an ambiance of luxurious beauty.



CALACATTA AQUILEA Q4056

Full Slab View



CALACATTA VOLEGNO
Q4057

Tucked away in Italy’s Apuan Alps, the village of Volegno offers stunning 
views and is renowned for an event where the rising sun peeks through 
a hole-shaped formation in nearby Monte Forato one day every year. Set 
in a clean white backdrop, Calacatta Volegno captures the drama of this 
moment with large, cool-grey veins bordered by thin, active accents in 
warm browns and darker greys. This design will bring a composed yet warm 
and inviting essence to your décor. 



CALACATTA VOLEGNO Q4057

Full Slab View



CALACATTA PASTINO
Q4058

The village of Pastino is located in the province of Lucca, Italy and is surrounded by 
picturesque landscapes and architectural marvels dating back several centuries. 
The large, soft grey veins found in Calacatta Pastino reminisce of this area’s natural, 
old-world charm. Fine and active veins occasionally border these veins in darker grey, 
which are also found in the slab’s open areas. Calacatta Pastino will add a distinctive, 
prestigious effect to your design.



CALACATTA PASTINO Q4058

Full Slab View



CALACATTA SERCHIO
Q4059

Flowing from the slopes of Monte Sillano, the Serchio River borders the 
Apuan Alps, home to the most prestigious Calacatta stone. Magnificent 
displays of scenic beauty abound in this area where timelessness pervades. 
Calacatta Serchio captures this region’s allure with its bright white design 
and wide, soft grey veins. This quartz will add a sophisticated yet delicate 
elegance that complements a wide array of interior décor.



CALACATTA SERCHIO Q4059

Full Slab View



HEKLA SLOPE
Q4061

One of Iceland’s most active volcanoes, Hekla Slope is characterized by a 
long fissure spanning several kilometers. Inspired by this locale, our quartz 
design captures fractured rock’s appearance through an archipelago of 
cool white fragments in a base of soft grey. Long delicate veins in grey and 
golden brown branch throughout the design. The effect is quietly active yet 
poised.



HEKLA SLOPE Q4061

Full Slab View



VOLCANIC GLACIER
Q4062

Subglacial volcanic eruptions feature superheated molten rock interacting 
with frigid ice. Our Volcanic Glacier quartz evokes this phenomenon’s 
imagery, with complex, flowing reefs of white veins that fade into open 
expanses of deep black. This quartz countertop fosters an aura of 
contemplative drama that will attract attention.



VOLCANIC GLACIER Q4062

Full Slab View



VICENTIA
Q4063

Inspired by the intense white sandy shores of New South Wales, Australia. 
Vicentia is a soft white design overlaid by a network of bright white veins. 
These veins actively meander, occasionally bordering small, foggy resin 
pools that slightly amplify the contrast to create a peaceful, pure ambiance.



VICENTIA Q4063

Full Slab View



HOFN HARBOUR
Q4064

Hofn Harbour is a quiet Icelandic fishing port. With its bright, slightly warm, 
and sandy background, this quartz is reminiscent of the reefs and shoals 
in this area. Glowing white veins bend throughout and sometimes border 
small, warm resin pools. This design will infuse your décor with a vibrant 
spirit.



HOFN HARBOUR Q4064

Full Slab View



FOSSA FALLS
Q4065

Meaning “river with waterfalls,” Fossa Falls is the tallest and best-known 
waterfall on the Faroe Islands. It is characterized by two cascading showers 
of water that drop into the North Atlantic Sea. Our quartz is inspired by this 
marvel, with a soft white background that contains wisps of a foggy grey. 
Thin and active veins in dark grey to warm brown traverse the slab and 
occasionally expose open areas of the marble-like background. Fossa Falls 
quartz will imbue your décor with a calming effect.



FOSSA FALLS Q4065

Full Slab View



SHADOW WHITE
Q6015

Shadow White is defined by fine short charcoal veining that resembles 
a Carrara marble look. It offers ease and simplicity in cleanup while still 
maintaining a sophisticated appearance.



SHADOW WHITE Q6015

Full Slab View



URBAN CLOUD
Q6018

Medium grey quartz that contains short and slightly faded veins in off white. 
The design contains a very fine off white particulate grain throughout that 
lends a natural stone appearance and depth to the design.



URBAN CLOUD Q6018

Full Slab View



MOUNTAIN CARRARA
Q6021

A cool white design. Short wisps of cool blue-grey veins organically fade in 
and out throughout the design, lending a wintry effect to this quartz.



MOUNTAIN CARRARA Q6021

Full Slab View



CARRARA CODENA
Q6022

A quartz that is bright and cool. This design has an overall soft eect, due to 
warm grey veins that are short, foggy, and slightly transparent.



CARRARA CODENA Q6022

Full Slab View



CALACATTA MARLIANA
Q4066

The historic Italian village of Marliana nestles into the slopes of the Pistoia 
Mountains, a tranquil reprieve from the demanding flurry of life. This quartz 
draws on the spirit of this area, with its clean white background and warm 
large-scale grey veins that run across the slab. Accents of light brown 
occasionally border these veins, while thin veins in cool grey and golden 
brown extend into the open background, delivering a soothing effect to 
your environment.



CALACATTA MARLIANA Q4066

Full Slab View



CALACATTA OLYMPOS
Q4067

The Lycian ruins of Olympos contain a rich history, from a coastline that 
once harbored pirates, to ancient artwork hinting at the presence of the 
Byzantines. Our Calacatta Olympos quartz exhibits a similarly intriguing 
character, with a calming white background that is punctuated by long and 
thin veins in grey and brown that intermittently carry pools of soft grey. The 
unique veining structure will add composed energy to your décor.



CALACATTA OLYMPOS Q4067

Full Slab View



NOVA SERRANA
Q4068

Nova Serrana is a quiet city tucked into the rugged terrain of southeast 
Brazil where soapstone is quarried. Soapstone is used widely in décor, 
from historic baroque architecture to contemporary art. Wilsonart’s Nova 
Serrana quartz captures the look and feel of soapstone, with its mottled 
charcoal grey background and natural matte finish. Long thin veins in 
black and fading veins of soft white deliver a stunning appearance that will 
impress and endure.



NOVA SERRANA Q4068

Full Slab View



TERRA NOVA
Q4069

In 1910, the British Antarctic Expedition set out to reach the South Pole, 
setting sail on the Terra Nova. Our quartz celebrates the creative spirit of 
this trek with ethereal swaths that range from bright white to golden taupe 
that fade in and out, almost like ice and clouds. These swaths occasionally 
open to expose small pools of off white. The natural matte finish of this 
design delivers glowing depth and will add harmonious intrigue to your 
décor.



TERRA NOVA Q4069

Full Slab View



KASTORIA
Q4071

Kastoria, Greece is situated on the mountainous banks of Lake Orestiada 
and extends along a promontory jutting into the lake, making for a dazzling 
spectacle. Our Kastoria quartz is inspired by this landscape, with is the 
muses of wide, open veins that traverse the slab and stand in contrast to 
the bright white background. Occasional subtle veins of brown-grey add 
intrigue that allow this design to complement both warm and cool interior 
designs.



KASTORIA Q4071

Full Slab View



ALVARADO
Q4072

Alvarado is the oldest city in Johnson County and a short drive from Fort 
Worth, Texas, but has managed to remain a quiet, quaint town with rich 
heritage. The intrigue of this locale is expressed in this quartz, with its short 
brown and grey veins and off white background that instill a gentle vibe. 
This design offers a high degree of coordination versatility that will suit a 
wide range of décor.



ALVARADO Q4072

Full Slab View



VICTORIA MIST
Q4073

The waters of Victoria Falls in southern Africa descend hundreds of feet, 
creating a giant mist that envelopes the falls in mystic wonder. This quartz 
delivers a similar effect, with a slightly translucent background and long 
thin veins that convey a sense of depth and movement. The impressive 
marble appearance of this quartz provides a practical option for those who 
desire the appearance of marble and the functional advantages of quartz 
stone.



VICTORIA MIST Q4073

Full Slab View



TERLINGUA
Q6024

Located near the Rio Grande stands Terlingua, Texas’ most visited ghost 
town. Once a bustling mining community, today visitors come from all 
over to experience the vibe of this eclectic community. This quartz draws 
inspiration from this locale, with its off white, sandy background and short, 
warm brown veins that lend a wide range of color coordination to your 
design.



TERLINGUA Q6024

Full Slab View



SAN ANGELO
Q6025

Known as the ‘Oasis of West Texas’, San Angelo is a city where rich history 
and unique art mesh in one. San Angelo quartz captures the aura of this 
combination with its light grey, slightly sandy background and short warm 
brown veins that will delightfully complement your décor.



SAN ANGELO Q6025

Full Slab View
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